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A subgroup K of a finite group G is said to be tightly embedded if K has even 
order while K n Kg has odd order for any g E G - No(K). A quasi-simple 
subgroup L of G is said to be a standard subgroup if K = Co(L) is tightly em- 
bedded in G, No(K) = No(L) and [L, LB] # 1 for any g E G. In this paper we 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group and let L be a standard subgroup of G with 
L/Z(L) N U,(q), where q = 2” > 2. Furthermore assume that Co(L) has a cyclic 
Sylow 2-subgroup. Let M denote the normal closure of L in G. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(1) LO(G) Q G, 
(2) MPYW = Uz*), 
(3) MMW -N U,(q) x U,(q). 
After the fundamental work of Aschbacher [2] it becomes important to calssify 
groups with a standard subgroup L of known type, The aim of this paper is to 
classify the groups with a standard subgroup L of type U,(q), q = 2n > 2, 
whose centralizer has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. As for U,(2), the readers are 
referred to Yamada [15]. 
The argument used for the proof of the theorem is similar to that of Gomi [9]. 
First we assume that O(G) = 1. In Section 3 arguing on the parabolic subgroups 
of L, we construct the corresponding parabolic subgroups of L,(q2) or U,(q) x 
Wd. For M?) we use a result of Timmesfeld [14] to obtain the conclusion in 
Section 4. For U,(q) x U,(q) in Section 5, after some transfer arguments, 
we apply a result of Goldschmidt [8] to prove the normality of the direct 
product. In the final section we give a short argument to remove the assumption 
that O(G) = 1. 
Our notation is standard and referred to in [lo] except possibly the following. 
If X is a 2-group, 
b(X) = set of the maximal elementary abelian subgroups of X, 
Jr(X) = subgroup generated by the elementary abelian subgroups of X of 
maximal order. 
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For any finite group G 
E(G) = maximal semisimple normal subgroup of G, 
G(a) = @al term of the derived series of G, 
Gi = (gi 1 g E G) for an integer i, 
I(X) = set of the involutions of any subset X of G. 
For groups X and Y 
X * Y = a central product of X and Y, 
X . Y = a semidirect product of X by Y. 
For any subsets X and Y of a group 
xy = {y-lxy j xEX,yE Y}. 
By Goldschmidt groups we mean quasi-simple groups, called groups of 
types I and II in [IO]. If SL2(2m) ac s on an elementary abelian 2-group as on a t 
vector space of dimension 2 over a field of 2” elements, we say that 5’L,(29 
acts naturally and that the 2-group is a natural module for SL429. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(1.1) Let K, M, and N be normal subgroups of a group X with K < M < N. 
Suppose N = [C,(K), N]M, / Z(K)1 = j C,(K)] is odd, and N/M is a 2-group. 
Then N = O,(C,(K)) x M. 
Proof. Since [C,(K), N] < C,(K), we have N = C,(K)M and 
C,(K)/C,(K) N N/M. Since CM(K) = Z(K) < Z(C,(K)), we have C,(K) = 
O,(C,(K)) x Z(K) and N = O,(C,(K)) x M. 
(1.2) Let q = 2%. If q4 - q3 + qz - q + 1 = pm for some prime number p, 
then m = 1. 
Proof. Suppose m = 2k + 1, k > 1. Then 
q(q3 - q* + q - 1) = (p - I)( p2”-1 + *a. + 1). 
Hence q divides p - 1 and k = 1. Set p - 1 = qs. Then 
q(q2 - q + 1) = q(qs3 + 39) + 3s + 1. 
So s3 < q and q divides 3s + 1. Hence s3 < q < 3s + 1. This yields that s = 1 
and so q = 2 or 4. Then pm = 11 or 205, a contradiction. 
Suppose m = 2k, k > 1. Then 
q(q3 - q2 + q - 1) = (p” - I)( p’” + I). 
Hence pk - 1 = &qs or pL + 1 = &qs for some odd integer s. Then 
q3-q2+q=aq?&s+ 1. 
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Ifs <2q- 3, then 
!I3 - q2 + !7 ,< q3 - q” + ((4 + &)q - 2q) - 2. 
This does not hold. If s > 2q + 1, then 
q3 - q2 + q 3 43 - 2q + q” + $q. 
This also does not hold. Hence s = 2q + 1. Then 
q3 - q2 + q = $q(2q - 1)s f (2q - 1) + 1. 
Hence $4 - 1 = f(2q - 1). This is impossible. Consequently we obtain that 
m = 1. 
(1.3) Let X N Y N SL2(2”‘) and suppose X x Y acts on an elementary 
abelian group V or order 2 4m. Let P E Syl,(X) and Q E Syl,(Y). Let r be an involu- 
tion of XY such that Pr # P and &’ # Q. Set U = C,(P) and W = C,(Q). 
Furthermore suppose C,(XY) = 1. Then the following hold. 
(1) If I Ul = I WI <2”, then V = U x Ur = W x Wr and X acts 
on Wand Wr naturally, Y acts on U and Ur naturally. 
(2) ~fl~l==lWl>2 2m, then C,(X) = U n U’, C,(Y) = W n Wr, 
and V = (Un Up) x (Wn Wr). 
Proof, If I U I < 22m, then by Lemma 4B of [5] [Y, U] = 1, since U is Y- 
invariant. Hence U = W and so 1 # U = C,(XY). This contradicts the 
assumption. If 1 U 1 = 2*” and UntPf1, then WnUnlPfl and 
1 w/wn Un UT1 < 2*m. Since [X, U n U*] = [(P, Pr>, U n UT] = 1, it 
follows by the three-subgroup lemma that [W, X] = 1. This implies that 
W = U = UT and so [XY, U] = 1, a contradiction. Therefore if I U / = 22m, 
then U n Ur = 1 and V = U x U’. Then by symmetry V = W x WT. 
Hence W = C,(Q) = (U n W) x (UT n W). Since Q and Q are Y-conjugate, 
we have I G(Q)1 = I GKW so I Un WI = 1 Un Wr/ ==2’“. Then (IK) 
of [9] gives the conclusion of (1). 
Suppose ) U / > 2fm. Then (UnUrl#l and C,(X)=UnU’. If 
I U n UT j < 22m, then [Y, U n Ur] = 1 by Lemma 4B of [5]. Hence this 
does not occur. If / U n UT I > 22m, then j V/U n UT / < 22m. Hence [X, V] < 
U n UT and as in the first paragraph we have [X, V] = 1. But then 1 # 
W n Wr = C,(XY). This does not occur. Thus we have I U n UT j = 22” and 
V = (Un Up) x (Wn WV). 
(1.4) Let V be an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 2m and let f be an element 
of order 2s that acts on V. Suppose m(C,( f “‘-I)) = m. Then any element x in f jZ’ 
whose order is equal to I f j 1 is V-conjugate to f j. 
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Proof. If 1 x 1 = 2, then the statement is easily checked. Suppose 1 x 1 > 2. 
Let x = f iv with v E V. Then by induction there exists an element ZJ in I’ 
such that x*u = f *j. Hence [v, f j] = [u, f *j] = [u, f i, fj] and V[U, f j] E C,( f j). 
Since C,( f j) < C,( fz”-‘) = [V, fs’-‘1 < [V, f j] by the assumption, we have 
V[U, fj] = [w, fj] for some w in V. This gives that v = [UW, fj] and con- 
sequently xuw = f j. 
The following is the well-known (generalized) “Thompson transfer lemma” 
and the proof is omitted. 
(1.5) Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a group G and let R be a subgroup of S 
with S’ < R. Suppose that x is an involution of S - R such that xc n S C xR. 
Then x $0*(G). 
The following is due to Yamada [14, (2.4)]. 
(1.6) Let X be a p-group acting on a p-group A. Suppose C,(X) ~4 A. Then 
A = C/,(X) * [A, X]. 
(1.7) Let B be an ekmentary abelian 2-subgroup of a group X such that B = 
(t) x A. Suppose A 4 N,(B). Then C(A) n N(B)/C(B) N [C(A) n N(B), t] 
as N(A) n C(t)-module. Suppose in addition that N(A) n C(t) acts on A irreducibly 
and that one of the following holds: 
(1) C(A) n JW) 6 C(t), 
(2) O,(N(B)/C(B)) # 1 and tNtB) # (t}. 
Then N(B) = (N(B) n C(A))(N(A) n C(t)) and N(B) n C(A)/C(B) _N A as 
N(A) n C(t)-moduZe. 
Proof. Since [x, t] E A if x E N(B) n C(A), we have [x, t][ y, t] = [xy, t] and 
[x, t]” = [x2, t], where X, y E N(B) n C(A) and z E N(A) n C(t). Hence the 
correspondence between x and [x, t] induces an N(A) n C(t)-homomorphism 
from N(B) n C(A) to A. Then clearly the kernel is C(B) and the image is 
[N(B) n C(A), t]. Thus the first part of the statement holds. If (1) holds, then 
[N(B) n C(A), t] = A, since N(A) n C(t) is assumed to act on A irreducibly. 
Hence tN(B)nC(A) = tA and N(B) = (N(B) n C(A))(N(A) n C(t)). Next let 
y = O,(N(B)/C(B)) and let Y be the preimage of 7. If (2) holds, then A n 
Z(Y) # 1. Since N(A) n C(t) acts on A irreducibly, we have Y < N(B) n C(A). 
Suppose Y < C(t). Then Y < C(tn@)) and so Y < C(B), since the present 
situation yields that (P’(B)) = B, which is a contradiction. Hence Y $ C(t) 
and (1) implies (2). 
(1.8) Let A and B be subgroups of a group X with B < A and B < Z(X). Let 
rr denote the set of prime numbers p such that Op(A)B # A and p divides j B I. 
Then C,(A/B)/C,-(A) is a kpotent r-group. 
Proof. Let x be a p-element of C(A/B). Since [A, x, x] = 1, we have 
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[OqA), x] = 1 and x E C(A/O,(B)). H ence,ifOa(A)B = Aorif(p, IB I) = 1, 
then x E C(A), so C(A/B)/C(A) is a n-group. Then since C(A/O&Q) n 
C(A/O#3)) = C(A) for distinct prime numbers pi and pa, it follows that 
C(A/B)/C(A) is nilpotent. 
(1.9) Let x be a p-element of a group X. Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(x) 
and let R be a weakly closed subgroup in S with respect o X. Then xx n Z(R) = 
XNXW) 
Proof. Suppose that y is a conjugate of x contained in Z(R). Let xg = y 
with g E X. Then there exists an element h of C,(y) such that (R, Rgh) is a 
p-group. Since (Rh-‘g-‘, R) < Cx(x), we can choose an element k in C,(x) 
such that (Rh-lg-‘, Ii>” < S. Then Rhmlg-lL = RR” = R, since R is weakly 
closed in S. This implies that xgh = y with gh E N,(R). Thus the statement 
holds. 
2. PROPERTIES OF GROUPS OF TYPE U,(q) 
In this section we fix the notation for L with L’ = L and L/Z(L) N U,(q), 
q = 2” > 2, and state some basic properties about it and its automorphisms 
required in the following sections. 
The elements of L are represented by 5 x 5 matrices x with entries in GF(q2) 
satisfying the conditions 
x*(lll’l ~x=(lll” 1 and detx=l, 
where x* denotes the adjoint matrix of x conjugated by the involutive automor- 
phism of GF(q2). Set L = L/Z(L) and for elements and subgroups of L bars are 
used to denote images in U,(q). ThenL has order q10(q2 - l)(q3 + l)($ - 1) 
(q5 + 1)/(5, !z + 1) ( see, for example, [4, p. 81). For a E GF(q2) UQ will be denoted 
by z in matrices. 
Denote by P a 2-subgroup of L whose image in z is represented by the 
matrices 
c+e+ah=o e+ah=o 
d+d+b6=0 
f+g+6c+d=o * 
h+h+aj+zf+cc=O Zf  
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Since the Schur multiplier of U,(q), q = 2” > 2, has odd order (cf. [ll]), 
P is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofL. We define subgroups Ai of P such that 
1 
1 
= 
,i )I 
1 
’ 
At = 
fd 1 
hJ 1 
Then we have 
P N P, Z(P) = 2; = Z,(P) = A, n A,. 
Set the involutions z, and z, of P such that 
Denote by I the preimage of the subgroup of L represented by the matrices 
481/64/z-10 
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Furthermore define subgroups Ii by the preimages of 1, with 
a 
a 
i i 
a29-2 
aeq 
a-* 
p= (‘114 and ~(‘~l’). 
For convenience we define that 
I‘$ = II’, I5 = 12T, I6 = q, 
N4 = Nls, N5 = N2+. 
Define a subgroup NI of L such that NI = Ni and 
Similarly define N2 such that N, = Ni and 
Set involutions r and s of NI and N, , respectively, such that 
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Let e = Aut(L). Then E ‘v PRJ,(q), which is a semidirect product of 
PGU,(q) by a field automorphism f of order 2n. Here f is chosen to act on L 
canonically. E is naturally embedded in J? and 1 PGL,(q) : J? ( = (5, q + 1). 
Let u~l((f)) and let P b e a Sylow 2-subgroup of E such that (p, u) < P. 
Let d be an element ofL with 
d= 
ThenL=i;(d).(f)withI&d):LI =(5,q+l). 
Most of the results of this section are obtained by straightforward calculation 
on matrices and so proofs are omitted or given only briefly. Bars used without 
explanation denote images of various objects of L in e. We use (1.8) implicitly 
throughout this section. 
(2.1) 
(1) N,(P) = PI. 
(4 Z(P) = CPVS), -G(P) = Z(P) x G(4), 
Al = Z*(P) x G(&) = CFm x G(& n I,), 
A, = (4 n 4) . Wl) = -G(P) z2m8wJ9 
4 = (A, n 4 * CPU,) = 4W2) C&‘,)> 
A, n 4 = Z,(p) C&), 44 n 4 = 4Cp(15)~ 
P = A, * C&J = A, * &(I,). 
(3) z(P)* = +, Z,(P) = Z(P)(&) = Z(P)(&), 
A, = (A, n A3)(.$e). 
(4) C,(4) n C,(I n W) = WJ n &(I n K) = 1, 
C,(I,) n C,(I n N,) = C&) n C,(I n NJ = 1. 
(5) I is (r, s)-invariant and I3 is s-inoariant. 
(6) C,(IJ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&), i = 1, 2,4, 5. 
Proof. Since Z(L) has odd order, for any subgroup X of I we have C,,(X) = 
C,(X) and Oz’(C,(X)) = O*‘(CE(X)). H ence the statements follow by direct 
calculation. 
(2.2) 
(1) I(P) = I(A,) u I(A,), I(A,) = u,I(Z,(P)“), where x ranges over N,(A,). 
(2) b(p mod Z(p)) = MA, n 4, A,), 
b(P mod A,) = {AlA,, A3}. 
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(3) Ql(A,) = A,2 = Z(A,) = A,, 
J&42) = J442) = A2 , q423 = Z(P). 
(4) Jy(fi) = 4 9 J@/L%) = P/Al , ly(~/Z(P)) = A&(P). 
(5) W,4J4) G 2% m(C a,,z(P)(y)) < 4n, wh~vey x E P - A, , 
yeP--Az, 
m(C+(v)) < 3~2, n~(C’~~,~(~)(v)) < 3n, whenever v E P - P. 
Proof. Calculation shows that A, has q6 - q4 + q3 - 1 involutions. By the 
---- 
structure of N, we have Z,(P) n Z,(P)= = Z(P) or Z,(P), where x E N2. 
Since 1 E2 : N,,(ij-)I = q3 + 1, Z,(Pp cover the involutions of x2 . This proves 
the last statement of (I). Other statements are obtained by straightforward 
calculation. 
(2.3) 
(1) N&Q = NL(~) = A, . Wl, C,(4) = -%Z;-lZ(L), 
CLWA,) = 4-W. 
(2) N&42) = N,(W)) = A2 . N26 C@(P)) = -42N24 9 
C&42/-W’)) = ~42-W). 
(3) C,(N,) = zi , C,(ZJ = NifOY i = I, 2,4, 5. 
(4) Ni n P = Cp(Zi) E Syl,(NJ f0Y i = 1, 2, 4, 5. 
(2.4) (1) Nr ‘v SL2(q2) acts naturally on A,/A, . AI+ = zp u $I, and 
I * I = (4 - l)(q2 + l), I !@I / = (q - 1) q(q2 + 1). In pu~ticuZu~ NI acts 
on A, irreducibly and A,N, is perfect. 
(2) A,N, is perfect and N, acts on A,/Z(P) irreducibly. Set a2 = A,/Z(P). 
Then A-,# z $‘W u jPd , where x E Z(A,) - Z(P), y E A,# - Z(A,). 
(2.5) (1) z1 is a central involution and z2 is not a central involution in L. They 
represent the conjugucy classes of involutions of L. 
(2) z -E has only one conjugucy class of involutions, which is represented 
by u. 
Proof. By (2.2.1) and (2.4.1) any involution of L is conjugate to either zr 
or z2 . Then (2.2.4) completes the proof of (I). The statement of (2) is due to 
(19.8) of [13]. 
(2.6) 
-- 
(1) C,(ZiNi) < l(d), C,(ZJ > Nil(d) for i = 1, 2,4, 5. 
-- 
(2) CL+%) = WZ2V’)) = A&-%0, G(A,IA,) = 4 > 
C&W)) = ~J&d)(u), C.&%/Z(P)) = 22. 
-- 
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(2.7) Let x be an element of p - p and suppose that / x 1 = / xPjP i. Then 
m(C,(x)) = 3m, where m = 2n/l x /. 
Proof. Applying (1.4) on P/A, , we may assume that x = f %for some integer 
i and some element a of A, , where f is defined to be a canonical field automor- 
phism of L of order 2n. Then CA,(x) = C,l( f i, and so m(CAl(x)) = 3m. Also 
we have m(CAp,,,(x)) = m(CZ,cp,(x)) = 2m. Since P/A, N AZ/A, n A, as 
~#7-moduk It follows that I CP~&)/ = I CA2~AaAA3(x)I. So m(CAPI.t2nA8(x)) = 
m. Hence we have m(C,z(x)) ,< 3m. Now by (2.2.1) any elementary abelian 
subgroup of P is contained in either A, or A, . Therefore we have m(C,(x)) = 
3m. 
3. FUSION AND LOCAL SUBGROUPS 
Let G and L be as in the theorem. To begin the proof of the theorem we set 
the following hypothesis in addition. 
HYPOTHESIS. O(G) = 1 andL $l G. 
It is known (cf. [ll]) that the Schur multiplier of U,(g), q = 2, > 2, has odd 
order. Recall the notation defined in Section 2 for various objects of L and its 
automorphism group. They will be used henceforth. Thus P is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup ofL. Let t be an involution in C(L) and let C = C(t). Then C(“O) = L 
by a property of standard subgroups. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C con- 
taining P. Furthermore set Bi = (t)A, , i = 1,2, 3. 
(3.1) 
(1) JV’) = 4. 
(2) (t)P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of LCJL). 
(3) tNtBa) = tG n B, = tA, and t does not fuse into L. 
(4) (W = MT mod BI) and B, = Jr((t)P mod Z((t)P)). 
Proof. Let TI = C,(L). Then TI x P E Syl,(LC,(L)). By (2.2.4) Jr(T,P) = 
B since TI is assumed to be cyclic. If X is an elementary abelian subgroup 
o;iof rank at least 4n + I, then m(XT,/T,) > 4n. Hence Jr(T) = jr(A,T,) = 
B 1' 
If tc n C = {t}, then t E Z(G) by [6] which yields that L 4; G, contrary to 
our hypothesis. So there exists an element tg in C different from t for some g E G. 
If tg E C - LC(L), then I(tK’Jtg)(“)) C tG n (tL)B by (2.5.2). So we may assume 
that tg cLC,(L) - {t}, since Ct(tg)(“) # 1 if q > 2. By (2.5.1) any involution 
in LC,(L) is L-conjugate to an element of I(B,). Hence tN(rlAa) == tG n T,A, j; 
{t} by (1.9), since C,(B,) = TI x A, is weakly closed. If TI # (t:>, <It> is a 
characteristic subgroup of T,A, . This cannot occur. Hence TI = ,<t) and (2) 
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holds. Moreover Bs2 = A, and s2,(B,) = B, by (2.3.2). This yields that tG n 
B, C ~4, . In particular t does not fuse into L. Now by (2.4.1) we have 
It N(B8) 1 = q3 - q2 + q, q* - q3 + q2 - q + 1 or q4. 
If either of the former two cases holds, then by (2.3.1), N(B,) has a doubly 
transitive permutation representation on t N(Ba), whose one-point-stabilizer has a 
cyclic normal subgroup, since <t N(B~)) = B1 by (2.4.1). Hence by Theorem 3 
of [l] with (1.2) either case does not occur. Thus we have tN(Bs) = tA, . Finally 
(4) is clear from (2) and (2.2.4). 
(3.2) Set B, = O,(N(Z((t)P))). Then 
(1) N(Z((t)P)) = B4Nc(Z((tY)), B4/B3 = Z(P) as N&lP))-~duk 
(2) N(W) = B,Nc(P). 
Proof. By (3.1.3) tG n Z((t)P) = tZ(P). Part (3.1.3) also implies that T is 
not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Hence by (3.1.4) tN(<t)P) # {t}, and by (2.1.3) 
the action of I2 on tZ(P) yields that t N(<t)P) = tZ(P). Then in particular (2) 
follows from (1). Set X = C(A,N,/A,) n N(Z((t)P)). By (2.3.2) and (3.4.2), 
W(WP>) ca) = Af12, so X 4 N(Z((t)P)). Hence if X < C, then X < 
C(Z((t)P)), since (tZ(P)) = Z((t)P). This contradicts (2.1.2) and (2.3.3). 
So X $ C(.Z((t)P)). M oreover, by (2.6.2, 3), X acts on tZ(P) as a Frobenius 
group, which implies that O,(N(Z((t)P))/C(Z((t)P))) # 1. Therefore by (1.7) 
we have 
WWP)) = GWK0p)) n WVM WWN7 
N(Z((t)P)) n C(Z(P))/C(Z((t)P)) ‘v Z(P) as iV,(Z(P))-module. 
Then N(Z(<W)) n C(Z(P>) = C(Z((t)P))[N(Z((t)P))n C(Z(P)),121 by (2.1.3). 
By (2.6.2), C(Z((t)P)) = O(C) AJVJ3(d,)(u,), where da = d or 1 and ua = u 
or I according to whether they are realized in C or not. Then since [N,I,(d,), 
1,] < O(C) by (2.6.1) and [O(C), Ia] < [O(C),L] = [O(C),L, L] = 1 by the 
three-subgroup lemma, we can apply (1.1) successively to obtain that 
W-WWN = B,~c(WN, and it is clear that B,/B, N Z(P) as IV,(Z(P))- 
module. 
DEFINITION. Mi = (NF(‘*)) for i = 1,2,4, 5. 
(3.3) (1) There exists an elementary abelian subgroup V of order q2 which is 
normal in N(Z((t)P)) such that [V, P] = 1, B, = VB, , V n B4 = Z(P) and 
V/Z(P) e Z(P) as N,(Z(P))-module. 
(2) M21WW = u,(q) x u3(q) orL3(q2h and t interchanges the components 
of Mz or acts on M2 as a graph-jield automorphism, respectively. 
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Proof. As is seen in the proof of (3.2), Z(B,) = Z(P), C,l(Z((t)P)) = B, 
and BJBa N Z(P) as N&Z(P))-module. Hence B4 = B&‘~,(I,), B, n CB4(1J = 
z(W’) by (2.14, and C~~(&)/Z((t)P) N Z(P) as I-module. Set V = 
(C,l(l,)I)’ n B4 and we will show that V has the desired property. Since CB,(t) = 
B, , C,,(la) is not abelian. Hence 1 # C,,(1J2 < Z((t)P). Then by (2.1.2) the 
action of I, yields that CB,(IJ2 = Z(P) or .Z((t)P). Note that tN(<t>P) = tZ(P) 
and that t is not a square involution in B, . So we have Csg(1J2 = Z(P) and 
Cs4(13)/Z(P) is elementary abelian. Consequently t # V and CBp(la) = V<t). 
Furthermore / V 1 = @, B,, = VBz and V n B4 = Z(P). By (2.1.3) and (3.2.2) 
the action of I3 on Z,((t)P)/Z((t)P) yields that Z,((t)P) < Z(B, mod .Z((t>P)). 
Hence by (1.6) we have [V(t), Z,(P)] = 1, since Z,(P) = Z(P)[Z,(P), 1a] and 
V(t) = Gz,(ctmVd BY (2.14, V is s-invariant. Hence we also have [V(t), 
z,(P)q = 1. 
To complete the proof of (1) we prove (2) first. By (2.6.1), (t) is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of C&N,). Hence by (2.3.3), N, is a standard subgroup of C(&) 
of type U,(q). So we can appeal the result of [12] to obtain that either NaO(C(1,))g 
W2) or M21Z(M2) = u&7) x K&7) or Mq2), and in the latter two cases that 
t interchanges the components of M, or acts on M2 as a graph-field automor- 
phism respectively. A result of the previous paragraph shows that V/Z(P) ‘u 
Z(P) as I-module. Since 1a < 1a, V < C(I,). So by (2.1.4), (VC,(I,)) < 
[VC,,,,(I,), I n NJ. Hence (VC&,)) < M5 . By (2.3.4) I M5 : N5 / = 
1 M,’ : N,’ 1 is even. Therefore M, # N,O(C(1,)3 and (2) follows. 
Then by the structure of MS(t), VC#,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nnn,(Z((t)P)) 
and Z( VC,(I,)) is a center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of M5 . Moreover VC,(I,) = 
4 VGu5N G(4). s ince Z(P) = Z(B,P), it follows that V = VCp(15) n 
C(lz) = (Z( VC,(I,)) n C(1,)) C,(l,) < Z( VC,(I,)) by (2.1.2). Hence V is ele- 
mentary abelian and furthermore, combining with the last result of the first 
paragraph, the factorization of A, in (2.1.2) gives that [V, A,] = 1. Since A, = 
O,(C(Z((t)P))‘) by (2.3.2) and (2.6.2), V(t) = Cs4(A2) c~ N(Z((t)P)). Then 
[V(t), PI = 1 by (1-Q since V(t) = C,4,(I,). S ince V is elementary abelian, 
s(V(t)) = {Z((t)P), V}. So V c~ N(Z((t)P)). Then it follows that V/Z(P) E 
Z(P) as N,(Z(P))- mo u e, d 1 which completes the proof of (1). 
(3.4) Set B, = O,(N(B,)) and set F = (VNl). Then N(B,) = N(B,) = 
FN,(B,) and F 4 N(B,) with B, = F(t) and F n B, = A, . Furthermore F is 
elementary abelian and F/A, E A, as N,(B,)-module. 
Proof. By (2.3.1) and (2.6.2), B, = O,(C(B,)). Conversely Bl = Z(B,). 
Hence N(B,) = N(B,). By (3.1.3), A, = Bl - tNcB3). So A, 4 N(B,) and 
C(A,) n N(B,) c~ N(B,). Since V < C(A,) n N(B,) by (3.2.2), C(A,) n 
N(B,) 6 CJB,). Hence by (2.4.1) we can apply (1.7) to obtain that C(A,) n 
N(BJC(B,) N A, as N&B,)-module. Then as in the proof of (3.2) applying 
(1.1) we have N(B,) = B,N,(B,) and B,/B, rv A, as N&B,)-module. In 
particular B,F = B, by (2.4.1). By (3.3.1) F < C(A,), so CBg(A3) = F(t), 
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F(t) n A, = A, and B, = F(t) * A, . Hence F(t), A, Q N(B, and F<t)/B, N 
A, as N,(B,)-module. Then as in (3.3) we obtain that t $ (F(t)&) n F(t) Q 
N(B,). Since V = [V, II] by (2.1.2) and (3.3.1), F = (F(t)l,)’ n F(t). Then 
the remaining statements follow except that F is elementary abelian. By (2.1.2) 
we can apply (II) of [9] to obtain that F = V x VP x C&). Then V 6 Z(F). 
Since V is elementary abelian, this implies that F is elementary abelian. 
(3.5) Set VC&) = W. 
(1) V = Z(FP) and W = Z,(FP). 
(2) JyW) = F, J@W = FP(O/F, b( v(t)) = {z(W’), V>, QW>)= 
{F, BI} and b(FP(t)/F) = (BP/F, B,F/F). 
(3) Mdw4) = L2W) x L2(!12) OY L,(q4). t interchanges the components 
of MI OY acts on MI as a graph-field automorphism, respectively. 
Proof. By (2.1.2) (3.3.1), and (3.4), Z(FP/A,) = VA,/A, and Z,(FP/F) = 
WA,/A, . Hence Z(FP) = V. By (2.2.4), NF(VA,) 2 N,(VP) = WA, . Since 
VA, n WA, = V&(P) < W, A, normalizes W. Then W -ZI FP, since FP = 
FA,A, and FA, < C(W) by (3.4). Hence by (1.6) we have W = Z,(FP). 
Let X be an elementary abelian subgroup of FT of order qs. Suppose that 
Xn(FP-FA,) f 0. Let xEXnFP-FA, and set x = abc, where agF, 
b E A,, and c E A,. By (2.2.3, 5), 1 S2,(C,,,s(abc))l = 1 C,l(abc)j = 1 CAJc)] < 
q2. Also / CFa,iAJ~6c)l = 1 C,,,,(ubc)/ < q” by (3.4). Hence I XI < 4qa < q8 
and this contradiction yields that X n FP < G$(FA,) = F. Suppose next that 
X 4 FP. By (3.4) C&A,) = B5 = F(t) * A,, so there exists an element x of 
X - FP which does not centralize A, . Then by (2.2.5), 1 C,r(x)] < q3 and 
I C,,,Jx)l < qs. Hence / X j < 4qs and this contradiction gives the first part 
of (2). Since V and F are elementary abelian, the third and the fourth statements 
follow easily. Then since FT/F N T/A, , (2.2.2,4) complete the proof of (2). 
By (2.1.4) and (3.4), C,(l,) = [C,(I,), In NJ < M4. By (2.3.3) and 
(2.6.1) as in the proof of (3.3.2) the result of [12] gives that either N,O(C(I,)) 4 
C(I,) or M4/Z(M4) - L2(q4), U,(q’), L,(q’) or L2(q2) x L2(q2). Moreover G(14) 
is a center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of M4 by the structure of M4(t). Since 
C,(I,) is elementary abelian of order q4, it follows that M,/Z(M,) N L,(q2) x 
L2(q2) or L,(q4), and t interchanges the components of M4 or acts on M4 as a 
field automorphism, respectively. As M4 = MIS, (3) holds. 
(3.6) Set E = (WNa). Then N(VB2) = EN,(B,) and E 4 N(VB,) with 
E n B, = A, and E/VA, N AZ/Z(P) as N&B,)-module. Furthermore V = Z(E) 
and El V is elementary abelian. 
Proof. By (3.3.1), VB, = V(t) * A, and V(t) n A, = Z(P). So Jr(VB,) = 
VA, and Z(VA,) = V by (2.2.3). Set N(VB,) = N(VB,)/V. Then WVes) C 
2, and W < C(& n N(B,) 6 N(B,) n C(t). Hence by (1.7) and (2.4.2), 
C(&) n N(BJC(B,) N A, rv AZ/Z(P) as N(B,) n C(t)-module and N(B,) = 
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(C(J2) n N(B,))(N(B,) n C(t)). By (3.5.2), C(t) = N(Z((t)P)) = VNc(Z(P)). 
Since C(B,) < C(f), C(B,) = VB,(Nc(Z(P)) n C(B,/Z(P))) = L’B,O(C) by 
(2.6.2). Hence N(VBa) = O,(C(&) n N(&))Nc(B,) by (1.1) and EB, = 
O,(C(&) n N(B,)) by (2.4.2). Then C,,,(V) = EA, = E Q N(VB,) and 
N( VB,) = ENJB,). Moreover E n B, = A, and E/VA, N A,/Z(P) as 
Nc(B,)-module. Now by (2.4.2), (C,(lJNz) = E and by (2.1.4) and (3.3.2) 
C,(l,) = [C,(I,), I n NJ E Syl,(M,). Therefore V = Z(C,(l,)) = Z(E). Sup- 
pose that there exists an element x of E of order 4. Since 2s < Z(E), we may -- 
take f in C&) or in C&J by the action of N,(B,) on E/A, . But both of them 
are elementary abelian, since C&J = C&J and C,(l,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of M5 with V = Z(C,(l,)) as in the proof of (3.2.3). Therefore E/V/is elementary 
abelian. 
(3.7) Set O,(N(FB,)) = B, . The-n N(FB,) = B,N,(B,) and B,/FB, rc, 
As/A, as N,(B,)-module. 
ProoJE. Set N(FB,) = N(FB,)/F. S ince CFB2(F) == F(B, n As) < FA, = 
CFB,(F), both FB, and FB, are characteristic subgroups of FT by (3.5.2). Also 
by (3.5.2) B, charF(t), so N(F(t)) = N(B,). Hence N(F(t)) < N(FB,). By 
(3.4) and (3.6), 1 FT 1 < / ET /. Consequently N(F(t)) < N(FB,). Then,since 
FA, = CFBs(F) is a characteristic subgroup of FB, , by (2.3.1), (2.4.1), and (3.4) 
we have WFB3) = aa and N(FB,) has a doubly transitive permutation repre- 
sentation on 2, , whose one-point-stabilizer N(F(t)) has a cyclic normal 
subgroup 1,/Z(L). Therefore by Theorem 3 of [l], N(FB,) has a regular normal 
subgroup, that is, O,(N(&)/C(&)) # 1. Then applying (1.7) and (1.1) we 
obtain that N(FB,) = B6NC(B3) and that B,/FB, !X AZ/A1 as Nc(B,)-module. 
DEFINITION. Set D = [B, , IJ, L, = D(NFcD)), and L, = E(NftE)). 
(3.8) L, = EMz, V < Z(L& and 1 C(L,/E)/E / = odd. Furthermore V = 
Z,(E(t)) and b(E(t)/V) = {E/V, VB,/V’). 
Proof. By (3.6) and (3.7) / ET 1 < / B,T I, so ET $ Syl,(G). By (2.2.3) 
and (3.6) EB, < Ql(RT) < EP(t)(u,), w h ere u,, = 1 or u according to whether 
P(t) = T or not. Hence Z(P) = Z(Q(ET)). Also by (3.6) C&E/V) = E 
and Z(E(t)/V) = VA,/V. So V < Z&Q,(ET)) < VA, . In particular Z(E<t)) = 
Z(P) and Z,(E(t)) = V or VA, by (2.4.2). If Zz(E(t)) = VA, , then WA,/Z(P) 
is abelian, and so is WA,/Z,(P) 11 WA,A,/A, . But by (3.4), NFIAI(AB) = 
VA,/A, < BAJA, , a contradiction. Therefore V = Z,(E(t)) = Z,(SZ,(ET)). 
By (3.5.2) and (3.6) &(E(t)/V) = {E/V, VB,/V}. Next we will show that 
Jr(ET/V) = E/V. Set ET = ET/V. Let x be an elementary abelian subgroup 
- - 
of ET of order q12. If x n (EP(t) - E(t)) # O, then by (2.2.5) and (3.6) 
/ x n E 1 < q8. As ET/E ‘v T/A,, / x / < 4qQ, so this cannot occur. If 
x n (ET - EP(t)) = a, then similarly j x n E 1 < @ and 1 I/ < 4q7, also 
- 
a contradiction. Therefore x ,( E<t). This yields that x = E = Jr(ET). 
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Now N(E(t)) = N(VB,) = EN&B,), since b(E(t) mod Zs(E(t))) = {E, 
VB,}. Hence by (2.6.3) E(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(ENs/E) n C(E(t)/E). 
This implies that EN,/E is a standard subgroup of N(E)/E. Then by the result 
of [12] one of the following three cases holds: NsO(N(E) mod E) 4 N(E); 
L,/Z(L, mod E) =L,(q2) or Us(q) x Us(q). Since ET 4 Syl,(G) and E = 
Jr(ET mod Z,(S;2,(ET))), ET is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(E). This excludes 
the first case, since in that case E(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Z*(N(E) mod E). 
In the remaining cases, since [Na ,1,1 = 1, [L, ,I,] < .Z(L, mod E) by the 
structure of Aut(L,/E). As L,/E is perfect, we obtain that [L, , L2] < E and 
consequently L, = EM, by (3.3.2). By (3.6), CL*(B) is a normal subgroup of L, 
that contains EN, . Such subgroups must coincide with L, by the structure of 
L,/E. Hence V < Z(L,). Finally by a general property of standard subgroups we 
have 1 C(L,/E)/E / = odd. 
(3.9) Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, containing P. 
(1) S = ED and E, D char S. 
(2) V = Z(S), W = Z,(S), D = C,(W), Z(D) = F, D2 <F. 
(3) L, = DM, and / C(DM,/D)/D / = odd. 
Proof. By (2.1.4) (3.4), and (3.7), [C,(I,), In N,] has index at most 2 to 
CBB(L2), so has order at least Q 6. Hence C,(I,) n M, E Syl,(lM,). Also by (3.8) 
C,(I,) E Syl,(M,). Since C,s(12) < C,(I,) n C,(I,), we have C,(I,) n M, = 
C,(L,) by a property of Sylow intersections of M2 . Similarly we have C,(I,) n 
J4 = WJ E SY~,W,). N ow the factorization of A, in (2.1.2) induces that 
D = WC&,) C,(I,). This yields that 1 D : D n S / < 4. By (3.8) V < Z(S), 
sojD:C,(V)j <4.Sincet$V,bytheactionofLonB,wehaveIB,:DI =2 
and B, = D(t). This implies that C,(I,) = C,(L,) and C&s) = C,(L,). 
Therefore D < S and S = EC,&,) = ED. By (3.4) F = ( Vnrl> < Z(D). 
If F < Z(D), then by (3.7) D = Z(D) A,, since D/FA, N B,/FB, . Then 
C,(L,) < Z(C,(I,)). But this does not hold for a Sylow 2-subgroup of M2 . 
Thus F = Z(D). Now CL,(E/V) u L, , so C,(E/V) = E. Hence 7, = Z(E) = 
Z(S) by (3.6), an d moreover Z,(S) < E. Since S = ED, W < Z,(S). Then also 
by (3.6), Z(EP/VA,) = WA,/VA, . Therefore by (3.5.1), W = Z,(S). Suppose 
that D < C,(W). Then C,(W) n C,(L,) # 1, since S = DC,(I,) by (2.1.2) and 
(3.6). In particular 1 # C n C,(W) n C&) < C(Z,(P)) n C,,<L,). But this 
is against (2.1.2) and (2.6.2). Thus D = C,(W) char S. Since (?,(I,) E Sy12(M2) 
and C,(l,) = Z(C,(I,)), it follows that C,(L,)/C,(l,) is elementary abelian. By 
the proof of (3.7), A,F < Z(D mod F), so C,(I,) A,F/F is elementary abelian. 
Then by (2.4.1) and (3.7), N(FB,) is transitive on (D/A,F)# and this yields that 
D2 <F. 
Next we will show that E/V = Jy(S/V). Suppose M,/Z(M,) N L3(q2). Then 
M2 has only one conjugacy class of involutions. Hence by (2.2.5) and (3.6) 
j C,,,(x)I < 48 for any x E I(S n M,). Let X be a maximal elementary abelian 
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subgroup of S n M, . Then S n M, = XXt, 1 X 1 = q4, and &(S n MS) = 
{X, Xt}. So if E/V # Jr(S/V), then 1 C,,,(X)] = q*. But this yields that 
G,,(X) = CE,,(-q and so 1 Z,(S)/V I > q8 > I W/V /, a contradiction. 
Suppose M,/Z(M,) e U,(q) x U,(q). Then Qi(S n M2) has order q2. Since 
1 C,,,(x)I < q* for x E I(S n M, n C) and since yyt E C for y E I(S n M,), it 
follows that I C,,,(y)/ < q’O. Hence we have Jr(S/V’) = E/V in any case. 
Clearly Z(B,) = A, and F < Z,(B,). Also Z(B,/F) = A,F/F. Hence Za(B,) = 
F’or A,F, and in any case Qi(Z,(B,)) = F char B6 . Since D/F is elementary 
abelian, it follows that 8(&/F) = (&F/F, D/F}. Consequently N(B,) = 
N&F) = B,N,(B,). Th en as in (3.8) we obtain that DNJD is a standard 
subgroup of N(D)/D and the statement of (3) follows (3.5.3). 
(3.10) (1) The factorizations of (2.1.2) remain valid replacing P, Z(P), 
Z,(P), A, , A, , A, by S, V, W F, E, D. 
(2) C,(ZJ = S n Mi E Syl,(MJ for i = 1, 2, 4, 5 and F n Mi = Z(S n 
MJ for i = 2, 5. Furthermore S E Syl,(L,) n Syl,(L,). 
(3) Z(S/F) = (En D)F/F. 
Proof. Seeing the result of (3.9), it is easily observed that the statement of (1) 
has been already proved implicitly part by part. Also (2) is essentially shown 
in (3.3.2) and (3.5.3). So these proofs are omitted. 
By (l), (E n D)F = C,(Z,)F. Then by (1.6) and (3.9) we have (E n D)F/F < 
Z(S/F). NowL, = (S, ST) by the structure of Ml . So, if Z(S/F) n Z(S/F)’ f I, 
then it follows that C,,,(M,) # 1. But this cannot hold, since Co,,(N,) = 1 by 
(2.4.1) and (3.7). Therefore Z(S/F) n Z(S/F)’ = 1. Consequently we have 
1 Z(S/F)l < q4 and so (En D)F/F = Z(S/F). 
Let Ji denote a complement to Mi n S in NMi(S) for i = 1,2,4, 5. 
(3.11) Ml N SL,(q2) x SL,(q2) and t interchanges the components of Ml . 
Proof. Assume that this is false. Then Ml N SL2(q4) and by (3.10.3) we can 
appeal (1 K) of [9] t o o bt ain that D/F is a natural module for SL,(q4). This implies 
that I; acts on (D/(E n D)F)# transitively. Now by (3.9.1), Ji < N(L,). If 
M2/Z(M2) - U&l x U&zh then I1 normalizes each component of L,/E, since 
I Ji 1 = odd. Similarly if M,/Z(M,) E L,(q2), then Jr normalizes each member 
of b(S/E). Hence in any case J1 does not act on (S/FE)+ transitively. This is 
absurd, since Dl(E n D)F = D/FE n D !z S/FE. 
Let K denote the minimal normal subgroup of L, that contains one of the 
components of Ml and set U = S n DK. 
(3.12) LJF = FK/F x FKt/F andFK n D/F is a natural module for Ml n K E 
SL2(q2). 
Proof. Set & = L,/F. If Z(u) = Z(s), then both K and Kt normalize Z(s). 
But this yields that Nr < Ml < C(Z(s)), a contradiction. Hence Z(s) < Z(g) 
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and consequently we have Z(a) n Z( oy # 1 on which Kt acts. By the structure 
of DK, [K, Z(0) n Z( 17)r] = 1 and it follows that [j?, Z( 0) n Z( u)7] # 1. 
Hence by Lemma 4B of [S] 1 Z(n) n Z( u)r ) 3 q4. Therefore D = (Z(u) n - 
Z( D)r) x (Z( O)t n Z(U)‘“) and DK = (Z( 0) n Z( IT)‘) x ((Z( O)t n Z( .??yt) x 
(R n ml)). Th’ 1s ac orization f t shows that & = iz x Kt. Moreover Z(s) = 
Z(if n S) x Z(F n S). Then (1K) of [9] with (3.10.3) completes the proof. 
(3.13) 
(1) If I Z(U)1 d q4, then K/-W&) = L,W) mm’ I Z(U)1 = 4’. 
(2) If I wJ)l > !?*, hn M2lZW2) = U&z) x Udd- 
Puoof. Suppose / Z( U)l < q4. Then we can apply (1.3.1) to obtain that 
/ Z(U)1 = q4, F = Z(U) x Z(U)’ and that Kt acts on Z(U) and on Z(U) 
naturally. Hence in particular Jr acts on (F/W)+ transitively. If M,/Z(M,) N 
U,(q) x U,(q), then Jr normalizes each component of L,/E. So J1 does not act 
on (EZ(M, n 8)/E)+ transitively. Now by (3.10.1,2) EZ(M2 n S) = FE and 
FE/E F F/ W. This contradiction proves (1). 
Suppose I Z( U)l > q4. Then (1.3.2) gives that / Z( U)l = q6. If Z(U) < W, 
then .Z( U) = W = Z( U)t, which yields that W < Z(S), a contradiction. Hence 
we have Z(U) 4 W. If M,/Z(M,) ‘v L,(q2), then J2 acts on EZ(M, n S)/E pi 
F/W irreducibly. Consequently F = WZ(U) = WZ(U)t. But then [F, S] < V, 
that is, F < Z,(S). This contradiction gives (2). 
4. CASE FOR L5(q2) 
In this section we assume the following and we will obtain that (LG) cz L,(q2) 
under the hypothesis at the beginning of Section 3. 
HYPOTHESIS. ~2I-w42) = &i(P2)* 
(4.1) 
(1) F = Z(U) x Z(U)+. 
(2) w = z(u)Z(U)t. 
(3) Kt acts on Z(U) and on Z(U)’ naturally. 
(4) If S # So E Syl,(L,), then Z(S) n Z(S,) = 1. 
If U # U,, E Syl,(KD), then Z(U) n Z( U,) = 1. 
(5) If.zEI(V), then z wD) n W = I(Z(U)) u I(Z(U)t). 
PYOO~. (1) and (3) are direct consequence of (1.3.1) and (3.13). In particular 
[Z(U), Ut] = Z(U) n Z(U)t = V. So Z(U) < W. Since 1 Z(U) : V I = q2, 
this proves (2). Noting that Ut normalizes U and U,, , the first statement of (4) 
implies the second. By the structure of M1 , S,, is S-conjugate to ST, UUTt, or 
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WV. For the proof of (4) we may assume that S,, is one of them. Then I/n 
Z(S,) < Vn WT in any case, by (2). By (3.10.1), W n VT n C = Z,(P) n 
C,(l,) = 1, which yields that W n Vr = 1. Thus (4) holds. Since W = Z,(S), 
arguing as in (4), it is enough for (5) to show that Z(S,) n WC Z(U) u Z(U)$ 
for S, mentioned above, and this obviously holds. 
DEFINITION. Set A = C,(U n MI), B = O,(K), M = (LG) and let R be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(S) that contains T. Furthermore set C, = C,&). 
(4.2) 
(I ) B is elementary abelian of order q12, 
D = BBt, BnBt =F. 
(2) K = F + C,(K” n MI). 
(3) A is elementary abelian of order q*, E = AAt, 
A n At = V, A = Z(U) x C,(Kt n MI). 
(4) b(S modF) = {D, ABt, AtB, FE}. 
(5) b(FE mod V) = {E,F(E n D)}. 
(6) &(S mod E) = {BE, BtE}. 
Proof. Let x be an element of Kt n MI of order q2 - 1. Then by (4:1.3), 
C,(x) = 1 and by (3.12), K = F. C,,(x). H ence C,(x) is elementary abelian 
of order q4 and B = F x C,(x) is elementary abelian of order q12. Moreover 
D = BBt and B n Bt = F. Then (6) follows from (3.10.1,2) and the hypo- 
thesis of this section. Also by (4.1.3) A = C,( U n MJ x (C,,(x) n C( U n 
MI)) = Z(U) x (C,,(x) n C( U n MI)). So A is elementary abelian of order q* 
and A n Af = V. Then (4) follows easily from (3.12). By (4.1.1, 3), whenever 
a EF(E n D) - E, we have CFE(aV/V) < C,(aZ( U)/Z(U)) n C,,(aZ( U”)/ 
Z( U)t) = F(E n D)A n F(E n D)At = F(E n D). This proves (5). By (4) we 
seeFE = FAAt. Then it follows from (5) that E = AAt. 
Now it remains to show the factorization of A and K. By (3.9.2) and (3.10.1) 
[C,(I,), C,(I,)] = 1. Since I5 is s-invariant. [C&), C&J] = [CE(14), CE(IJJs = 
1. Hence Z( U)Ce(I,) (?,(I,) < C,( Ut n MI). So we have 1 C,( Ut n MI)1 3 q12, 
and / C,(Ut n MI)1 > q6. By the definition A is K n MI-invariant, so we also 
have 1 CA(Urt n Ml)/ 3 q6. Consequently j CA(Kt n Ml)1 = I CA(Ut n Ml) n 
C,(V’ n MI)1 > q4 and it follows that A = Z(U) x C,,,(K” n MI) by (4.1.3). 
Furthermore this yields that C(Kt n Ml) n K > K n Ml . Since C(Kt n Ml) n 
Kis K n MI-invariant, we obtain by (3.12) and (4.1.1, 3) that K = F * C,(Kt n 
Ml). Thus the proof is complete. 
(4.3) 
(1) a(D) = (B, Bt), Jr(R) = D. 
(2) R E Syl,(G), R = ST, tS = tR = I(tS). 
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Proof. Suppose Co(x) > B for some x E B - Bt. By (4.2.2) we can choose y 
and z so that x = yz, where y E F and z E C&P n Mr). Then B < C,(z). 
Now the action of Kt n iVlr on D/B yields that ,a E Z(D) = F. This contradiction 
shows that C,(x) = B for any x E B - Bt and so we have &(D) = {B, Bt}. 
Next we will show j X 1 < q10 for any X E d(S) - {B, Bt}. By (4.2.4) X < 
ABt, AtB or FE. Suppose X < ABt. Then X n D < Bt or B n ABt. Note that 
by (4.1.3), C,(x) = Z(U) for any x E U - D. So 1 X n D ] < qs and it follows 
that 1 X 1 < 1 ABt/ABt n D 1 j X n D ) < qlO. By symmetry if X < AtB, then 
we have I X I < q lo. Suppose X < FE and (X n U)(X n Ut) 4 D. Then as 
above we have I X n D / < @ and I X I < I E/E n D I j X n D / < qlO. 
Finally suppose X < FE and (X n U)(X n Ut) < D. Then 1 X/X n D 1 < q2 
and so 1 X 1 < qr”. Thus we get / X I < qr” for any X E E(S) - (B, Bt}. 
By (3.8) and (3.9.1), R/S is a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of 
L,(q2). So R/S is abelian and tR C tS. Now by (3.4) and (3.12), t centralizes 
half dimension of each elementary abelian section of 1 4 F 4 D 4 S. Hence 
by (1.4) we have tS = I(tS). Then it follows that tR = tS and R = SC,(t) = 
ST. Let Y be an elementary abelian subgroup of R. If Y n S z& B or Bt, then 
the result of the previous paragrapg gives I Y n S I < ql”, so ( Y I < 4q10 < q12. 
Suppose that Y n S < B or Bt and that Y $ S. Then if Y interchanges the 
elements of &(S/E), by (4.2.6) it also interchanges B and Bt. Hence Y n S < 
BnBt=FandsoIYI=/Y/YnS/IYnSI<4@<@2.1fYnormalizes 
the elements of I(S/E), then Y contains an element which acts on L,/E as a 
field automorphism. Then I Y n S/Y n E I < q2 and / Y I = I Y/Y n S 1 x 
IYnS/YnEIIYnEI~2q1°<q 12. Combining this with the result of 
the previous paragraph, we obtain that Jr(R) = D. Now by the Frattini argu- 
ment we have N(R) < N(D) = L,N(S). This yields that R E Syl,(G). 
(4.4) (1) B n E = (Jz Wz, where x ranges over N,,(B). Furthermore 
WnWx=WorWnWx’foranyx,x’EN,2(B),andifWnWx#W,then 
[ Wn W=I =q4. 
(2) F(B n E) = uz (B n E)“, where x ranges over Ml n Kt. Furthermore 
(BnE)n(BnE)“=BnEorBnA. 
(3) B = U. (F(B n -W, where x ranges over Ml n K. Furthermore 
(F(B n E)) n (F(B n E))” = F(B n E) or F. 
Proof. Set L,, = 02’(N,B(B)) and set L,, = L& . By (4.3.1), N,a(BE) = 
N,B(B). Clearly NLI(BE)/E is a maximal parabolic subgroup of L,/E by (4.2.6). 
So L,,IBE 11 L,,jB”E N SL2(q2). In particular L,, = (S, 5’~) for any x E 
N,,(B) - N(S). Hence by (3.9.2) L,, < C(W n WE/V). Since I W j = @ and 
IBnE~=q8,wehaveIWnWz~~q4.1f~WnW~l>q4,then/BnE/ 
W n u,T” I < $ and by Lemma 4B of [5] L,, < C(B n E/V). Then N2 < L, = 
(L,, , L,,) < C(B n E n Bt n E/V) < C( W/V). This does not hold. Therefore 
j W n Wx / = q4. Repeating the same argument, we also have W/W n W” = 
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C,,,(S/ W n Wx). Th en we can apply (IK) of [9] to obtain that L, acts on 
B n E/W f~ Wx naturally. Then (1) follows easily. 
By (3.12) and (4.2.1,3) B n E = B n AAt = B n A(& n AB) = B n 
AZ( U)t = (B n A) Z( U)t. H ence by (4.1.3) A& n IO acts onF(B n E)/B n A v 
F/Z(U) naturally. This proves (2). SinceF(B n A) ==F(B n E) andF(B n A)/F = 
Z(S n K/P), (3) follows from (3.12). 
(4.5) 
(1) B n E n zlM = I(A n B) u I(Z(U)t). 
(2) L,, acts on A n B/V naturally. 
(3) &, , .WVJ \( V and [L,, , AI G A n B. 
Proof. By (3.10.1, 3) and (4.2.3) we have C&J = VC,,,(K” n Ml) x 
CAne(Kt n MJ. Then by (3.10.2), 6(C,(I,)) = {VC,.,,,(Kt n Ml), VCAnB(Kt n 
MJ3. Hence any element of I(C&&) is M,-conjugate to zr . By (4.2.3) we have 
A n B = Z(U) x C,,,(K n AI,). So Kt n Ml acts on A n B/C,,,(K” n Ml) 
naturally. This shows that any element of A n B is Kt n Mr-conjugate to an 
element of VC,,-,,(K” n Mr). Thus I(A n B) C zr”, as it is clear that (L, , 
~9 < M. 
By (4.1.5) and (4.3.1) we have W n .qM = I(Z( U)) U I(Z( U)t). By the proof 
of (4.4.1) Lzl acts on B n E/C,,,(L,,/V) naturally. Suppose neither Z(U) or 
Z(U)t is contained in C(L,,/V). Then since C(l;,,/V) is NL (S)-invariant by 
(3.9.1) and (4.3.1), the action of N,$S) on Z(U) and Z( U)t &Ids that Z(U) n 
C(L,,/V)= V= Z( U)tnC(L,,/V). H ence we can choose XE.Z( U) andgG L,, such 
that xg E Wand x ~6 XQT&LJ V). If xg E Z( U)t, then NL,,(S) interchanges Z(U) 
and .Z( U)t by a theorem of Burnside, since W n zrM = I(Z( U)) u 1(Z( U)t). But 
this cannot occur, since S E SyI,(L,,). If xg E Z(U), then we can choose y E Z( U)t 
such that xy E C,,,(L,,/V). Then xy = xgygz for some z E V and so xx9 = 
yygz E Z(U) n Z(U)t = V. This yields that x E x”V, which is against our 
assumption, Thus .Z( U) or Z(U) t is contained in C(L,,/V). Then applying (4.4.1), 
counting argument shows B n E n x rM = I(Z(U)t) u I(A n B). In particular 
this implies that NL2(B) normalizes Z( U)t and A n B. Hence L,, acts on 
A n B/V naturally and [Lz, , Z(U)t] < V. Since C,(Z(U)) = U = AD, 
C,(A n B) = AB by (4.2.1, 3) and (4.3.1). So it follows that C,(A n B) = 
A(B n E) and 6(A(B n E)) = {A, B n E). Therefore A q L,, and we have 
by Lemma 4B of [S], [L,, , A] < A n B. 
(4.6) 
(1) I(A) u I(At) c z/f. 
(2) Lzl acts on At& U)t naturally. 
(3) A, At (1 L, and L, acts transitively on I(A/V) and on I(At/V). 
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Proof. By (4.3.1) and (4.5.1), En D n zlM = I(A n B) u I(A n lQt. By 
(4.5.3), L,, acts on II& = BC,(Z( U)t). S ince Z( V/B) = B(A n B)t/B, by (1K) 
of [$I], L,, acts on &It/B naturally. Then BCE(Z(U)t)/B N CE(Z(U)t)/B n 
C,(Z( U)*) = (A n B)At/B n E as L,,-module and B(A n B)t/B N B(A n B)t n 
C!,(.Z(U)*)/B n C&Z(U)*) = (A n B)(A n II?)~/B n E = E n D/B n E. Hence, 
noting that L,, normalizes A n B and Z( U)t, a counting argument is available to 
obtain that ](A n B) At n zrM j = 1 I(A n B) u I(A So if (1) holds, then (2) 
follows. Moreover (4.5.2, 3) and (2) imply (3), since L, = (L,, , L,,). 
Now we will prove (1). By (4.1.5) and (4.3), zr is not conjugate to zs in G. 
By (3.11) 1(&I, n K) u I(M, n IO) and il(M,) - I(M, n K) - I(M, n IQ) 
are the MI(t)-conjugacy classes of involutions of MI . Since zs8 belongs to the 
second class by (3.10.1, 2), the first class is contained in zlG. Hence we have 
{ V(M, n U), V(M, n U*)} = {Z( U)8, Z( U)s*} and it follows that I( V(M, n U)) U 
I( V(M, n U*)) c zIM. Then by (4.1.3) I(Z( U)(M, n U)) C zIM. Now by (3.12) 
and (4.2.2) any involution in C,,, (Ml n Ii!) - C&V, n IQ) is C&V, n ZP)- 
conjugate to one of I(M, n U). This implies by (4.2.3) that any element of 
A - (A n B) is C,(iW, n Kt)-conjugate to one of Z( U)(M, n U). Thus we have 
I(A) C zIM and by symmetry I(At) C .q”. 
(4.7) 
(1) I(E) = UrELl WV, WW = LLII WA n BP u W). 
(2) E n zlM = I(A) u I(A)t. 
(3) S has two M-conjugacy classes of involutions which are represented by 
x1 and z2 . 
Proof. Since I(E n D) = I(B n E) u I(Bt n E), we have by (4.4.1) that 
I(E n D) = Uz Wx, where x ranges over N,*(B) u lVL,(B)t. Then by (4.6.2) 
we have 
I(At(E n D)) = U I(E n D)“, I(E) = U I(At(E n D))“. 
*%?1 z%2 
Hence it follows that I(E) = UsoLz I( W)=. Also by (4.6.2), 
I(AB*) = U I(Bt(A n B))“. 
x%2 
Then since d(Bt(A n B)) = (Bt, F(A n B)} by (4.3.1), (1) holds. Now by (4.3.1) 
and (4.5.1), En D n z, M = I(A n B) u I(A n B)t. Therefore above argument 
implies that A*(E n D) n .zIM = I(A n B) u I(At) and that En zlM = 
I(A) u I(At). 
By (4.2.4, 5) and (4.3.1), I(S) C E u ABt u AtB. Then by (1) any involution 
in S is L,-conjugate to one of B or B t. Moreover by (4.4) any involution in 
B u Bt is (L, , L,)-conjugate to one of W. So in order to prove (3) it suffices 
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to show that the elements of F - Z(U) - Z(U)t are conjugate mutually in 
{L, , L,). By (4.5.2,3), A$,(S) has th ree orbits on 1( IV/ V), which are I(Z( U/ V), 
I(Z( U/ V))t, and I( W/V) - I(Z( U)/V) - l(Z( U)/ Qt. For Q E W - Z(U), we 
have uu = aV by (4.1.2, 3). Then these facts derive the desired conclusion. 
(4.8) 
(1) F(BnE)nzlM=(FnzlM)uI(AnB). 
(2) B n zlM = UzsKnM, (A n B)“, (A n B) n (A n B)” = 1 OY A n B. 
(3) A and At has maximal order among the elementary abelian subgroups 
of S all of whose involutions are contained in zIM. 
Proof, By (4.1.5) and (4.3), W n z, M = I(Z( U)) u I(Z( I?)) and by (4.1.3) 
F n zlM = &KnM1 I(Z( U))“) u I(Z( U))t. Choose a, b E F u ziM such that 
a E Z( U)t, b $ Z( U)t, and ub E zi”. Then b E Z(U)“’ for some x’ E K n Ml . 
Since Z( U)tZ( U)z’ n z1 M = I(Z( U)t) u I(Z(U)“‘), we have b, ab E Z(U)“‘. 
This yields a E Z(U)“‘. Furthermore if c E F n ziM - Z( U)t - Z( Up’, then 
ac $ zlM, since Z(U) n Z( Up = 1 or Z(U) for x E K n Ml by (4.1.4). Hence 
for any subgroup X of B such that I(X) _C ,q”, we have 1 X n F 1 ,< q*. By 
(4.4.2) and (4.5. I), 
F(B n E) n zlM = 
i 
. 
Since Z( U)fg < F for y E M1 n Kt, (1) follows. Then this implies that any 
involution of (F(B n E) -F) n .zlM is contained in A n B, and furthermore, 
applying (4.4.3), that any involution of (B -F) n ziM is contained in some 
(A n B)” with x E K n M, . Then since Z( U)t is covered by Vz with x E K n 
MI , we have B n .zlM = (JZEKnM1 (A n B)“. Now it is clear from the action 
of K n n/r, on B that A n B is a T.I. subgroup under the action of K n Ml . 
Thus (2) holds. 
Let Y be an elementary abelian subgroup of S. Suppose I(Y) C ziM and 
j Y 1 3 q8. By (4.2.4, 5) and (4.3.1), Y < ABt, AtB or E. If Y < ABt, then 
1 Y n L? / 3 q6 and either Y n D < Bt or ABt n B. Hence Y n D $ F, since 
in the first paragraph we have shown that / Y n F 1 < q*. It is clear that Y n F # 
1. Therefore by (1) and (2) we have Y n D = A n B or (A n B)t~ for some 
y E M, n Kt. Now C,&(A n B)@) = C,.&(A n B)t) = Bt. This yields that 
Y n D = A n B. Then CABt(A n B) = FA by (4.3.1) and b(FA) = {A, 
FA n B) by (4.1.3) and (4.2.5). Thus we have Y = A. If Y < AtB, then by 
symmetry we have Y = At. If Y < E, then by (4.7.2), Y = A or At. Thus (3) 
is proved. 
(4.9) 
(1) tc n R = tS = I(tS). 
(2) s E SYl&w 
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Proof. By (4.7.3), m(C,(x)) > 12 71 f or xEI(S). Since m(C) = 4n + 1, t 
does not fuse into S. So if m(R/S) = 1, then (1) follows from (4.3.2), and (2) 
follows from (1) and (1.5). Hence we may assume that m(R/S) = 2, since R/S = 
ST/S II T/P by (4.3.2). So any involution of R - S is contained in tS, US, 
or tuS, where u is the involution of T that acts on L as a canonical automorphism. 
Here we may assume that u acts on L,/E as a field automorphism and that tu 
acts on it as a transposed-inverse automorphism. Then by (4.2.6) and (4.3.1), 
u normalizes B and Bt, and tu interchanges them. Hence u acts on K/B and on 
KtlBt as a field automorphism and tu interchanges K and Kt. Since u and tu 
interchanges K and Kt. Since u and tu normalize Ii , i = 1, 2,4, 5, they acts on 
M, and the action is naturally derived from that on L,/D or L,/E. Hence by 
(3.10.1,2) we have 
and so / C,(u)1 < p6. Moreover since u centralizes half dimension of each of the 
elementary abelian sections S/D and D/F, we have I( US) C I(uF)S by (1.4). 
Therefore m(C,(w)) = 6n for any u E I(uS), and so m(C(o)) 3 6n + 1. Similarly 
we have 
C&u) = cc,yw x C,U,,(W x cc,(r,)w. 
So / C,(tu)j = @. Since tu interchanges K and Kt, tu centralizes half dimension 
of each of the elementary abelian sections S/D and D/F. Hence by (1.4), I(tuS) C 
I(tuF)S, and for any w E I(tuS) m(C,(w)) = 6n so m(C(w)) > 6n + 1. Therefore 
t does not fuse into US or tuS. Consequently we have tG n R = I(tS) and (1) 
follows from (4.3.2). 
Now by (1.5) t $ M. So if S $ Syl,(M), then (u)S or (tu)S is contained in M. 
Suppose the former holds. Then by (1.5) some conjugate UQ of u is contained in S 
and by (4.7.3) we can choose g such that CR(u)0 < CR(@). This yields that t, 
tQ E R and so by (l), gs E C for some s E S. Hence we have uQs E I(uP) C I(uS), 
while (uQ)” EI(S)S = I(S). Thus this cannot occur. We can get a contradiction 
as above, if the latter holds. Hence we have SE Syls(M). 
(4.10) NM(V) = N,(E) W.d W 
Proof. First we will show that A is strongly closed in S with respect to 
NM(V). Suppose this is false and let an element x of A-V be NM( V)-conjugate 
to an element y of S-A. Since L, < N,+,(V), we may take x in W-V and y in 
FE-A by (4.6.3) and the structure of M, . Then by (4.2.5) and (4.3.1), y E E U 
F(B n E) u F(Bt n E). If y $ F, then y E At by (4.7.2) and (4.8.1), and y is L,- 
conjugate to an element of At n F by (4.6.3). So in any case we may assume y E F. 
Then by (4.3.1), x is NM(V) n N,,,(D)-conjugate to y. But this cannot occur, 
since N&V) n N,(D) < NM(S) < N(A) by (4.1.3), (4.8.3) and (4.9.2). Thus 
A is strongly closed in S with respect to NM(V). 
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Set NM(V) = NM( V)/O(N,(V) mod V) and let X be the normal closure 
of A in NM(I’). Then by (4.6.3) the result of [7] shows that either X = L? or X 
is a simple Goldschmidt group. As L,(@) is not involved in the automorphism 
group of a simple Goldschmidt group, in the latter case we have [A, Me] = 1, -. -- 
which cannot hold. Hence 2 Q N&V). By symmetry At d NM(V), so i? 13 
N,,,,(V). Then since EO(N,( V) mod I’) n C,(V) = EO(C,(V)), we can see 
that the Frattini argument completes the proof. 
(4.11) c, = &J V) O(G) = &p) O(G). 
Proof. Suppose an element x of I(V) is C,-conjugate to some y of I(S - V). 
Then we may take y in F - I/ as in the proof of (4.10), since L, < Cl by (3.8). 
Hence by (4.3.1), x is N(D) n C,-conjugate to y and we can get a contradiction 
as in (4.10). Therefore I’ is strongly closed in S with respect to Ci . So if we set 
Ci = C,/O(C,) and denote by X the normal closure of I’ in C, , then by the 
result of [7] we have either X = r or X = O,(X) Xi ... X, , where Xi is a 
quasi-simple Goldschmidt group, and furthermore v = 52,(Xn s). Since 
Za(s) = m is elementary abelian, it follows that VE Syl,(X). Hence L, nor- 
malizes each Xi , as I’ ,( Z(L,). Now by (4.1.3) V = [E, E], which implies by 
(4.6.3) that L, is perfect. Then it follows that L, centralizes each Xf and we have 
Xi n v < 2(X$), a contradiction. Therefore. X = v and the statement 
follows (4.10). 
(4.12) M N L,(q2). 
Proof. First we will show that A Q C, . It suffices to show that [E, O(C,)] = 
1. By (3.10.1,2), [IV, t] = Z,(P). By (3.6.4), O(C n Cl) < O(C). Hence 
[O(C n C,), Z,(P)] < [O(C), L] = 1. Therefore by (1 J) of [9] we have [O(C,), 
Z,(P)] = 1. Then by (4.6.3), [E, O(C,)] = 1. 
Then by (4.8.3) we have A 4 C,(a) for any a E I(A) and so, if As < C,,,,(u) 
for some g E M, then A = Ag, since A is weakly closed in S with respect to M. 
Hence A is weakly closed in C,(a) with respect to M for any a EI(A) and we 
can apply the result of Timmesfeld [13] to obtain the conclusion. 
5. CASE FOR U,(q) x U,(q) 
In this section we obtain that (Lc) ‘v U,(q) x U,(q) under the hypothesis at 
the beginning of Section 3. We assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS. M,/Z(M,) N U,(q) x U,(q). 
DEFINITION. &tQ=SnK, W,=FnK, W,=EnK, W,=DnK. 
(5.1) L,=KxKtandk’~{~~~l~~K)=c~l(t)=A~N~. 
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Proof. By (3.13), 1 Z(U)/ > q4. Then by (1.3.2) 
F = (Z(U) n Z(U)‘) x (Z( U)$ n Z( Uyt) 
C,(K) = Z(U) n Z(U)7. 
Hence, in particular, 
F(K n Ml) = (Z(U) n Z(U)7) x ((Z(U)$ n Z(U)rt)(K n Ml)). 
so 
FM1 = (Z(U) n Z( U>‘)(K” n Ml) x (Z(U)t n Z(U)‘t)(K n Ml). 
Then the map x + XX~ for x E (Z(U)t n Z(Uyt)(K n n/r,) is an isomorphism 
into A,N, . Let J,, be the subgroup of K n Ml mapped onto NI n I. Then 
C F(KnM,)(J,,t) = (Z( U)t n Z( Uyt)(K n Ml). Hence by (3.12) we have 
FK = (Z( U)t n Z( Uyt) x C&l;) 
and so L, = K x Kt. Then the remaining statement follows easily. 
(5.2) Let N = (K, KS> and set H = NNt. Then H = N x Nt, N/Z(N) = 
U,(q) and 1 C(H/Z(H))I = odd. 
Proof. First we will show that K = (W, , (W, n W,‘)‘“). The isomorphism 
defined in (5.1) maps Q onto P. Then by (3.6) W,/V n K = Jr(Q/V n K). 
Hence W, is mapped onto A,. By (3.8) s normalizes E and centralizes V, so it 
normalizes W,V. Since s also normalizes N, n I, it normalizes [W,V, Nz n I] = 
W, . Hence (W, n W,T)S~ < Wir = Wzr < K, since Y EL, < N(K). Then 
it follows that W, n W,T is mapped onto A, n Azr and so (W, n W,r)Sr is 
mapped onto (A, n AZr)sr. Now by (2.4.1) we have A,N, = (A, , (A, n A2r)ST). 
Therefore we have K = (W, , (W, n W~T)~~). 
Next we will show that [K, KSt] = 1. By (5.1) we have 
[W, , w,stl = IF, , W,“l = 1, 
[W, , ( Wz n W;)STst] < [W, , Wpt] = [W, , W;“]s = 1, 
[(W, n W;)sv, W,“] -c [Wr, W;] = [W;, W,“] = 1, 
[(W, n W;)“‘, (W, n W;)~vs~] -=c [Wiy, Wyt] = [W, , W;]rsr = 1, 
since (YS)~ E Z(L), which by (3.6) centralizes W, . Thus by the result of the first 
paragraph we have [K, KSt] = 1. A s a consequence it follows that H = 
N x Nt. Then the map x 4 xxt for x E N is a homomorphism into C and the 
kernel is contained in Z(H). Since K is perfect and since L = (A,N, , ASSNIS), 
N is mapped onto L. Thus N is a perfect central extension of U,(q). By (3.9.3) 
and (5.1) 1 C(H/Z(H))J = odd. 
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(5.3) (1) If t E N(H)Q, then g E N(H). 
(2) Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(H) containing P(t). Then R E Q&(G). 
(3) N(H) controls the G-fusion of involutions in H. 
Proof. Suppose t normalizes NV and Nt”. Then by (2.7), m(C,,(t)) > 
6n > 4n + 1 = m(C). This contradiction yields that t interchanges No and 
NtY. Then C n Hg is a diagonal of No x Ntg and so (C n IP)ca) = L. Let S,, 
be a Sylow 2-zubgroup of Hg containing P and normalized by t. Then N(P(t)) n 
S, 4 LZ(H). Hence by the structure of Hwe have Hg = (L, NsO(P(t))). Now by 
(3.10.2), L, = (S, S*). So H = (L, , L,). By (3.3), N(P(t)) = VNo(P). Then 
by (3.6), (3.7) and the proof of (3.9.3) we have N(P(t)) < N(E) n N(D) < 
N(H). Hence HO = N(H) fin) = H, since 1 C(H)1 = odd. Then it follows that 
tx E R < N(H) for any x E N(R) and so x E N(H), which implies that R E Syl,(G). 
By (2.4) and (5.2) we see F = Jr(R) and D = C,(F). Therefore D is weakly 
closed in R and F = Z(D). So N(D) controls the G-fusion of the elements of F. 
Now by the Frattini argument we have N(D) = L,N(S). By (3.9.1), N(S) = 
N(E) n N(D). H ence N(D) = L,(N(E) n N(D)) < N(H). This proves (3), 
since any involution of H is H-conjugate to one of F. 
(5.4) There exists a t-invariant subgroup 2 of N(H) n N(N) such that S . 2 E 
Syl,(N(H) n N(N)) and 2 acts on each of N and Nt as a subgroup of Jield auto- 
morphisms of U,(q). 
Proof. Set N(H) n N(N)= N(H) n N(N)/N(H)n C(N). Then N(H) n N(N) 
is a subgroup of Aut(U,(q)) containing U,(q). Hence, referring to Section 2, 
there exists a subgroup X such that NN(HInH(NJ(s) = s * X and a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of X acts on m as a subgroup of field automorphisms. Let X denote 
the preimage of X. Then we will show that NNtHjnNtN)(S) = S * (X n A?). Since 
Q -=z N < C(Nt), we have 
SC(N) n SC(Nt) = QC(N) n QtC(Nt) = Q(C(N) n QtC(Nt)) 
= QQt(C(N) n C(Nt)) = S x C(H). 
So by (5.2), X n Xt normalizes S. Since N N H nN(N)(S) = SX = SXt, we have ( ) 
SX = SX n SXt = QX n QtXt = Q(X n QfXt) 
= QQt(X n Xt) = S(X n Xt). 
Since Qt = S n X < C(N), 
SnXnXt =QQtnXnXt = (XnX)QtnXt 
=(QnX)(QtnXt) = 1. 
Thus we get NN(w)nru(N~(S) = S * (X n Xt). Let 2 be a t-invariant Sylow 2- 
subgroup of X n Xt. Then S * 2 E Syl,(N(H) n N(N)) and by the choice of X, 
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2 acts on N as a subgroup of field automorphisms. Thus 2 acts on each of N 
and Nt as a subgroup of field automorphisms and the proof is complete. 
5.5) Suppose Z # 1 and let u E I(C n Z). Then the following hold. 
(1) uG n R = uH n R = I(uS). 
(2) xG n R 2 SZ, whenever x E Z, (x) n C # 1. 
(3) ycnSZ= 0, wheneveryEtZ, lyI >2. 
Proof. By (5.2), Z is a subgroup of outer automorphisms of H which nor- 
malizes N and Nt. Hence Z is abelian and m(Z) < 2. Moreover C n Z is cyclic. 
Now we will show that uH n R = I(&). By (2.5.2), US/Q has only one Nt- 
conjugacy class of involutions, Hence we may represent it by uQ/Q. Then again 
by (2.5.2), UQ h as only one N-conjugacy class of involutions. This implies that 
uH n R = I(&). Next we will show that uG n SZ = I(uS). Suppose m(Z) = 2. 
Then by (5.4) C,(N) # 1. Set v E C,(Nt). Then I(Z) = (v, vt, u>, where vvt = 
u. By (2.7) m(C,(u)) = 6n, so m(C,(u)) < 6n + 2. If ug E VS u vtS, then us is 
H-conjugate to an element of vQWrt u vtW,Q”. Hence m(C,(ug)) = 7n, so 
m(C,,(ug)) > 7n + 1. If us E S, then it is clear that m(C,(ug)) = 8n. Moreover 
for any involution in tSZ, m(C,(w)) < 4n + I. Therefore if ug E (v)S u (d)S, 
we can choose g such that C,(u)g < CR(@) E Syl,(C(u*)). Then t, tg E CR(@), 
but this contradicts (5.3.1). If m(Z) = 1, we can argue as above and anyway we 
have uG n SZ 2 US. 
Now we set the following notation. For a subgroup X of N(H), set 
m,(X) = Max{m(Y) 1 Y < X, Y2 = 1, I(Y) C ziG u zzG u (w~w~~)~>, 
m2(X) = Max{m(Y) 1 Y < X, Y2 = 1, I(Y) c wiG u w,~}, 
where wi , i = I, 2, are chosen so that wiw$ = zi . Let x E SZ, 1((x)) E uc and 
set m = 2n/l xS/S 1. Then by the result of the first paragraph we have 1 x I = 
1 xS/S 1 and S(x) n NC(N) = S. Hence by (2.7), m(C,(x)) = 3m. By sym- 
metry m(C,,(x)) = 3m. Hence by (5.3.3) we have ml(C,(x)) = 3m and 
m2(C,(x)) = 3m, and so ml(C,(x)) < 3m + 2 and m2(C,(x)) > 3m. Lety E tSZ. 
Then C,(y) = {ww” I w E Co( y2)), since S = Q x Q. Suppose I(< y)) E uG 
and 2n/l y I = m. Then if I y j > 2, it follows that m(Co( y2)) = m(C,,( y2)) = 
6m, and so ml(Cs( y)) = 6m and m2(Cs( y)) = 0. If / y / = 2, then mi(C,( y)) = 
4m and m,(C,(y)) = 0. Therefore m,(C,( y)) > 4m and m2(CR( y)) < 2. 
Consequently if either I x 1 = 1 y I > 4 or 4 > 4, then we have 
mdCd4) < mdcd 39) and m2(C&N > m2(Cd ~1). 
Thus such x and y do not fuse each other. Since Z is abelian, it follows that 
if y E tZ and / y ) > 2, then y2 E C. Hence 1((y)) E I(C n Z) = {u] and (3) 
holds. To establish (1) and (2) we may assume by the above argument that Q = 4 
and / x 1 = j y I = 2. Suppose (1) or (2) does not hold. Then the above argu- 
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ment implies that there exists an elementary abelian subgroup Y of C,(x) such 
that I(Y) _C zlG U ~2~ U (wlzu2t)G and m(Y) = 3m + 2. This yields that 
m( Y/Y n S) = 2 and so by the structure of R/S, we have (u)S < YS, which 
shows that US contains an involution that is conjugate to z, , z2 or wlwzt. But this 
contradicts the result of the first paragraph. Thus the proof is complete. 
(5.6) SE Syl,(02(G)). 
Proof. Consider the transfer homomorphism of G into R/S2 relative to the 
subgroup SZ. Let X be the kernel of this homomorphism and we will show that 
SZ E Syl,(X). By (5.5.2,3) if y E tZ and 1 y 1 > 2, then yG n SZ = D and 
(~~‘2)~ n R C SZ. Hence y 4 X. Suppose next that y E tZ and y2 = 1. Choose 
w E Z so that y = tw. Then wt = w-l, so either 1((w)) = {u} or w = 1. 
If w = 1, then y = t and so by (5.3.1) y IX. If w # 1, then by (5.5.2) w E X 
and so y 6 X. Hence tZ n X = o and it follows that Z(t> n X = Z. Since 
S < H = H’, we have S < X and SZE Syl,(X). Then by (1.5) and (5.5-l) 
u $ 02(X) = 02(G). If S < R n 02(G), then Z n 02(G) # 1. But this implies 
C n Z n 02(G) f 1 and so u E 02(G), which is a contradiction. Thus we have 
SE Sy12(02(G)). 
(5.7) 
(1) N(F) = N(D) wvw 
(2) W, and Wst are weakly closed in S with respect o 02(G). 
(3) Q" E s~‘,(o~(wJ)). 
Proof. Set N(F) = N(F)/O(N(F) modF) and set X = (DN(F)). Since 
D = C,(F) E Syl,(C(F)), D . IS a strongly closed abelian subgroup of a with -- 
respect to N(F). Hence DE Syl,(X) and by [7] X = O,(X) X1 ..* Xk with Xi 
a simple Goldschmidt group. By (2.4.1) and (5.1), D has just two N(D)- 
conjugacy classes of involutions. Hence k < 2 and it follows that &!!i < C(E(X)). 
So if E(X) # 1, then S < C(D). This contradicts (3.10.3). Hence X = D. 
Then DO(N(F)) = DO(N(F) modF) n C(F) u N(F). Thus we have N(F) = 
N(D) W(F)). 
By (2.2.4) and (5.2), F = Jr(R). So N(F) controls the fusion of the elements 
of D = C,(F). Hence by (1), N(D) controls the fusion of the elements of D. 
Now we will show that W, is weakly closed in S with respect to 02(G). Suppose 
Wsx < S for some x E 02(G). Then by (5.3.3) and (5.6), I( Wsz) < S for some 
x E 02(G). Then by (5.3.3) and (5.6), I(Ws”) = I(W,). If y E Wsx - W, , then 
y E C,.(l( W,)) = W,Q”. So we set y = yly2 , where yr E W, , y2 E Qt, and 
y2 # 1. Clearly we may assume that 1 y2 1 = 2. Then we can choose z E Nt 
so that yz E D - W, . Hence WF n (D - W,) # m. But, since W, 4 N(D) n 
02(G) by (5.1), this contradicts the above argument. Thus (2) holds. 
Qt < Nt < 02(C(W,)) and W, x Qt E Syl,(C(W,) n 02(G)). Since WI = 
Z( W,), Gaschiitz’s theorem proves (3). 
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(5.8) H u G. 
Proof. We will show that Q is strongly closed in S with respect to 02(G). 
Suppose false and let xg E S - Q for some x E Q and g E O,(G). Set xg = yz 
withy E Q and x E Qt. Then we may assume that / z 1 = 2 and that xgh E QWlt - 
Q for some h E hJt. Then x, xQh E C(Wst). So by (5.7.2), x and xgh are conjugate 
in N( Wst) n O*(G). But (5.7.3) indicates that x E 02(C( Wst)) and xgh# 02(C( Wat)), 
a contradiction. Hence Q is strongly closed in S with respect to 02(G). By 
symmetry Qt is strongly closed. So S is a direct product of strongly closed 
subgroups Q and Qt. Therefore if we set X the normal closure of Q in 02(G), 
we can equate a result of Goldschmidt [S] to obtain that [X, Xt] = 1, since we 
are assuming that O(G) = 1. Then {xx” 1 x E X} is a homomorphic image of X 
contained in C and the kernel is contained in X n Xt < Z(X). As N < X, 
we obtain by (5.2) that X/Z(X) N N/Z(N) N U,(q) and so H = N x Nt 4 
02(G). Since 1 C(H)] = odd, it follows that H = E(O*(G)). Thus H 4 G. 
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We have assumed in Section 3 that O(G) = 1. Now we will exclude this 
assumption. Let X denote the normal closure of L in G and let G = G/O(G). 
Then L is a standard subgroup of G and C&) has a cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Hence we have obtained in Section 4 and 5 that either J? Q G or X EL,(q2) or 
v&) x Wd If one of the latter two cases holds, then in either case we easily 
find a t-invariant 2-subgroup Y of X such that 1 # [Y, t] < L. Then by (1 J) of 
[9], [Y, t, O(G)] = 1. Thus C,(O(X)) 4 O(X), which implies that O(X) = 
Z(X), and the theorem is established. 
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